Recently carbon nanotube (CNT) yarns have been gaining importance as an approach to harvest the excellent properties of the CNTs. However, the properties of CNT yarns at this stage are well below the expected value. Investigation of the structure of CNT yarns and possible approaches to enhance the strength and modulus are reported. Scanning electron microscopy and focused ion beam imaging reveal the inherently porous structure and poor orientation, emphasizing the need to enhance packing of CNT bundles in the yarns for increased strength and modulus. Densification of CNT yarn by toluene or polystyrene increases the strength by 140 or 172 % and modulus by 79 or 218 %, respectively, as compared to that of the pristine yarn. E-beam irradiation was investigated as a means to introduce crosslinking and enhanced internanotubes bonding to increase strength and modulus. However, the irradiation resulted in generation of defects and damages to the yarn contributing to reduction in strength and modulus. Raman spectroscopy studies on the irradiated samples reveal the change in bonding characteristics resulting in poor mechanical properties. Denser packing of nanotubes and increased interaction without any damage is the key to improve the properties of CNT yarns.
Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are highly sought after materials because of their light weight, high strength, and modulus. CNTs are 100 times stronger and five times stiffer than steel of the same dimensions [1] . Unlike formation of grain boundaries, as in metals, CNTs are made of C=C covalent (sp 2 hybridization) laboratories in Japan, discovered CNTs which are cylindrical in nature with closed ends [1] . From the inception of CNTs discovery, extensive studies have been carried out to investigate their structure and properties, such as crystal structure, strength, modulus, electrical and thermal conductivities, magnetic properties, etc. To benefit from these exceptional properties, CNTs are used to reinforce metallic materials and polymers to enhance mechanical and electrical properties [2, 3] . CNTs are used in composites with various polymers such as polyacrylonitrile (PAN) [4] , polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [5] [6] [7] [8] , polybenzoxazole (PBO) [9] , Nylon [10] , ultrahigh modulus polyethylene (UHMPE) [11] [12], etc. CNTs can be synthesized by various techniques including chemical vapor deposition (CVD), arc discharge, laser ablation [13] , and solar furnace methods [14] [12] . High-purity CNTs are used to enhance the properties of the reinforced polymer composites. Any impurity or defect (such as vacancy, metal catalyst, etc.) in the CNTs leads to diminished performance of the product. The use of CNT is limited on the macroscopic scale as they are very small and do not form a bulk material with properties as good as the CNT itself. Assembly of CNTs into continuous yarns may be a means to overcome the limited application. CNTs can be converted to yarns by spinning directly from the CVD reactors or by growing fibers on a substrate and then spinning to form yarns. In Fig. 1a , a yarn production process that uses a liquid feedstock, ethanol, to synthesize CNTs in a CVD instrument is shown, and aerogel of CNTs formed is spun to form CNT yarn (CNTYs) [15] . In Fig. 1b , the process of making CNTY is presented, where a CNT forest is grown on a substrate (such as silicon) and the CNTs are mechanically pulled and twisted to form a continuous yarn [16] . The major difference between these two techniques is that (A) is a continuous process, while (B) is a semicontinuous process.
The structure of a CNTY is porous in nature with the tubes aligned near-parallel to one another, contributing to high electrical and thermal conductivities [17] . Effects of twist on the strength and microscopic structural variations are very important factors as discussed by Sears et al. [18] . In order to improve the strength of CNTY after spinning, several posttreatment processes have been developed, including mechanical densification [19] , solvent densification [16, 20, 21] , polymer infiltration [22, 23] , and radiation treatment [24] . On the other hand, radiation process can be responsible for creation of defects that can damage the nanocarbon structure and formation of vacancies can be higher than the annealing of vacancies-interstitials pair (also referred as Frenkel pair-vacancy and an atom in the interstitial site) [25] . However, for more efficient load transfer from the yarn to the individual CNTs and bundles, a more highly aligned and compact structure of the yarn is preferred by enhancing the contact area between the CNT bundles and increasing the level of van der Waals' forces between them [26] . Consequently, these posttreatments increase the fraction of CNTs that are axially load-bearing.
In this paper, for the first time a detailed analysis of the microstructure was conducted using microscopic techniques such as scanning electron microscopy and focused ion beam (SEM/FIB) and singlefilament tensile testing for mechanical properties. The effect of polymer and solvent infiltration as well as the effect of irradiation processes on microstructure and physical properties of CNTY are also investigated. Figure 1 a Schematic of CNT yarns spun directly from the CVD reactor (inspired by [15] ). b Process of CNT yarn spinning from CNTs grown on a substrate (inspire by [16] ).
Experimental Materials
CNTYs were obtained from Generalnano LLC, Norwood, Ohio. Two different batches of CNTY samples were treated with infiltration and radiation process. The first batch of CNTYs was irradiated with an electron beam generated from an industrial accelerator operated by NEO Beam-Mercury Plastics, IncMiddlefield-OH, 3.8 MeV beam energy, pulse current of 38.3 mA, 27 kGy/pass with dose rate of 5 kGy/ sec. The CNTYs were irradiated in air at doses of 100, 200, 300, and 400 kGy. The second batch of CNTYs was cut into 30-cm samples, soaked in toluene for solvent densification and in 0.1 wt% polystyrene (PS) solution in toluene for polymer infiltration, separately. The yarn samples were removed from the baths after 1 h of infiltration and placed in a vacuum oven for more than 12 h. The oven was set at 58°C to evaporate the solvent and densify the yarn. Toluene (certified ACS) purchased from Fisher chemicals was used as received. Polystyrene (MW = 17900 g mol -1 ) was synthesized by living anionic polymerization in the chemistry laboratory at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville (UTK).
Characterization methods

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The SEM used in this study was Leo 1525 instrument at the microscopy center at UTK. Electron beam is generated using an electron source such as tungsten or field emitter, and the beam of electrons is filtered and focused to a point using condenser magnetic lenses in conjunction with aperture corrector. The beam is focused on the sample by biasing the sample stage. Post focusing the beam on the sample, a low working voltage such as 5 keV is normally selected, for imaging.
Focused ion beam (FIB)
The FIB instrument used for this study was a Zeiss Auriga unit at the microscopy center at UTK. The ion beam is generated using a gallium source heated with tungsten filament. Following generation of ions, they are targeted to the sample by applying a strong bias voltage to the sample stage. Ions cut through the sample depending on the acceleration voltage. Once the required cross section is made, SEM is used to analyze the milled surface. Higher currents generate milled marks (2-8 nAmp), and hence, lower current (50-100 pAmp) is used for finer polishing of the milled surface. The total time to make a fine cross section was about 3-4 h.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
The TEM instrument used in this study was a Zeiss Libra. This TEM instrument is also equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector. The electron beam generated either thermionically or by a field emitter is directed applying strong bias to the sample stage, similar to the SEM. The sample stage is above the phosphor screen or a digital camera. The camera detector collects the transmitted electrons and forms the image. TEM/EDS sample preparation was made by immersing CNTY in epoxy and cured overnight. The epoxy containing yarn was sliced using a Leica (Reichert) OMU3 ultramicrotome and the sample was mounted on a copper grid.
Diameter and void fraction measurement
The diameters of the yarns were measured with an optical microscope. Void fractions of the FIB-milled samples were measured using ImageJ software. Void areas on the SEM image were covered with red color and the fraction was measured with total area of the SEM image within the green boundary line.
Tensile testing
MTS single-filament tensile tester, at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, was used to determine the mechanical properties of the CNTYs. A two newton load cell was used and 25 mm gauge length was adopted for the sample preparation. An extension rate of 0.2 mm/min was set for the CNTYs. The CNTYs were mounted on a 25-mm-gauge length card paper template using super glue. After overnight drying, the average of ten diameter measurements was taken optically for each sample type (pristine, solvent or PS infiltrated, and irradiated). After mounting the template with the filament on the tensile tester, the samples were tested. The average of 8-10 readings is reported; the broken ends were J Mater Sci (2016) 51:10215-10228 observed under SEM to understand the failure behavior.
Raman spectroscopy
Raman analyses were carried out in a Horiba JobinYvon T64000 Raman spectrometer equipped with a peltier-cooled CCD (charge coupled device) camera with excellent sensitivity from 200 to 1000 nm and using a 600 gr/mm grating. The samples were deposited onto a glass slide, and the spectra were collected using a 50 9 objective in a backscattering configuration. The excitation energy was 2.33 eV from the 532.1 nm line of an Argon laser. For each samples, a set of 5 spectra was collected at different points in the interval of 300-3000 cm -1 . All the spectra were treated to subtract the background and the peaks were fitted using Lorentzian curves. Raman spectroscopy was carried out only on pristine (control) and e-beam-irradiated samples (covalent bonding due to high-energy radiation). As there was no change in the bonding type in toluene-and PS-infiltrated CNTYs, Raman spectroscopy was not considered a relevant tool for characterization.
Results and discussion
Structural analysis of pristine CNTY SEM of pristine CNTY at three magnifications ( Fig. 2a-c) show the tangled CNTs and CNT bundles. As the CNTs are not oriented along the yarn direction, the properties of the CNTY are not as expected based on the properties of individual CNTs. The pristine CNTY shows a structure with high porosity and a twist angle of &20°. Although at lower magnification, the bundles appear to be aligned along the twist angle, higher magnification images suggest that CNT bundles are poorly aligned. The combined effect of poor alignment with high porosity between the CNT bundles strongly limits the load transfer and hence reduces the strength.
The cross section of pristine CNT yarn is clearly resolved (Fig. 3) and shows that the yarn comprises loosely packed nanotubes, each about 20 nm in diameter. The contact area between individual tubes and bundles is highly limited by large empty spaces in the yarn. High porosity results in poor load transfer between bundles and hence the strength of CNTY is low as compared to the properties of CNTs. The degree of porosity or void percent was calculated as shown in Fig. 3b, d , f. The fraction of area covered with red color to the total area in the green boundary was measured to be about 57.7 ± 8.5 %. This shows the importance of densification of the yarn structure to enhance the strength and modulus of the CNTY.
Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows the TEM image and EDS analysis of the CNTs in the yarn. CNTs in the yarn are multiwalled nanotubes, and the presence of Fe impurity also contributes to the poor mechanical properties in the final yarn structure [27, 28] . 
Effect of toluene/polystyrene infiltration
From the high-magnification SEM image, Fig. 2d , the structure of the pristine CNTY is far from what it should be, and that is why the tensile properties of the yarn are significantly lower than that of CNTs. The lower tensile properties due to poor packing and orientation of CNT bundles clearly suggests that better improvement in these can help realize the benefits of CNT. In this work, the effect of toluene densification and infiltration of polystyrene have been discussed on the structure and mechanical properties of CNTY. Comparing the low magnification SEM images of toluene-densified sample (Fig. 5a ) and pristine yarn (Fig. 2a) , the diameter of the yarn has clearly been reduced. Statistical distribution in Fig. 6 indicates that yarn diameter decreased by 38 % after toluene densification. The densification effect is mainly due to surface tension of the liquid, and possibly occurred at two stages: (1) while pulling the yarn out of the solvent and (2) evaporation of the solvent [16] . When the CNT yarn is soaked in a solvent, it is intuitive that the solvent molecules ingress into the voids of the yarn and swell it. As the yarn is pulled out from the surface of the solvent, the liquid meniscus around the yarn applies a force on it and forces it to shrink radially. Furthermore, the organic volatile solvent within the yarn gradually evaporates and escapes from the structure. During this process, the capillary effect of the solvent results in removal of some empty spaces, and forces the adjacent bundles to come together, especially under vacuum, as larger bundle size is observed in . 5b compared to that observed for pristine yarn (Fig. 2d) . This is also confirmed by the void content analysis as shown in Table 1 . The void percentage has dropped from *57 % in the pristine yarn to 34 % after densification. Observing the SEM photographs of the cross sections of toluene-treated yarn (Fig. 7b) and comparing it to the pristine counterpart (Fig. 3a) , it is clearly evident that the bundle size has increased to approximately 40 nm compared to 20 nm in pristine yarns, with some edges of the bundles joined together. This consolidation of bundles is possibly due to evaporation of the solvent in vacuum along the yarn. This solvent densification does not seem to improve CNT alignment along the axis [26] (see irregularity of bundle arrangement in Fig. 5b ). Still, solvent densification is effective in improving tensile strength of CNT yarns, due to enhanced interaction between bundles due to closer packing.
The infiltration of polymer in CNT yarns involves the ingression of polymer into the voids in addition to the solvent densification process. After the evaporation of the solvent, the polymer chains stay in the material and play a role in altering the microstructure as well as the properties of the yarn. The diameter of PS-infiltrated CNT yarn has decreased by 48 % as compared to the pristine, and is even more compact than solvent-densified sample. This observation is also supported by the FIB-milled cross section in Fig. 7c as compared to 7a, and void percentage study summarized in Table 1 . In Fig. 5d , the PS-infiltrated CNTY structure shows that individual nanotubes or bundles can no longer be visualized; instead, the structure resembles that of typical composites with the CNT bundles completely embedded in an almost continuous polymer phase. Furthermore, the yarn surface has become less homogeneous, with the bundles reorganized into thick braids separated by gaps in between. Although the role of polymer in CNT-polymer composite is not completely understood to date, the following factors are discussed the most in the literature: (1) increased bundle size with respect to type of polymer [23] , (2) polymer-CNT adhesion (p-p stacking, etc.) [20, 29] , and (3) chain entanglement [20] . These factors contribute to the improvement of both strength and modulus. In Fig. 6 , the data for decrease in diameter due to toluene and PS densification are plotted. Gaussian distribution of the yarn diameter decreased by about 38 % due to the effect of toluene as compared to pristine yarn, while infiltration of PS leads to decrease in diameter by 48 % as compared to that of pristine yarn. FIB-milled cross sections (Fig. 7) show the differences in the microstructure of toluene-densified and PS-infiltrated CNTYs at the same magnifications. In  Fig. 7a , the cross section of toluene-densified yarn is much more compact as compared to pristine yarn, Fig. 3a . The average bundle diameter has increased to about 40 nm, with some edges of the bundles joined to each other [17] . After being infiltrated with polymer, Fig. 7c , the nanotubes are bundled into strands of 1 lm size, leaving irregular vacancies in between. This result is in agreement with the observation of surface topology (Fig. 2d) . As the empty spaces in a CNTY decrease, the resolution will be increasingly limited by ion beam damage. The void fraction was calculated as mentioned in ''Structural analysis of pristine CNTY.'' The void content in toluene-infiltrated (B) and PS-infiltrated (D) yarns was about 34.4 ± 7 % and 32.7 ± 4 %, respectively. When compared with the pristine yarn, the void content has been reduced by more than 40 %. Structural densification is also reflected in mechanical properties. Physical properties of pristine CNTY and tolueneand PS-densified yarns are listed in Table 1 . From the data in Table 1 , it is clearly evident that due to densification, the strength and modulus of CNTY increased to a large extent.
The tensile properties for toluene-and polystyrenedensified CNTYs are compared with that of the pristine yarn in Fig. 8 . The tensile strength and modulus increased by 140 and 80 %, respectively, for solvent-densified samples (167.7 ± 24.9 MPa, 6.6 ± 1.5 GPa) compared to pristine CNTY (70.3 ± 17.6 MPa, 3.7 ± 1.3 GPa). The impregnation of PS enhanced the strength and modulus (191.6 ± 40.8 MPa, 11.8 ± 2.8 GPa) by 172 and 218 %, respectively, as compared to pristine CNTY. Both toluene-densified and styrene-infiltrated samples showed large increases in strength and modulus, and the observed increase in tensile properties were much larger for samples treated with polystyrene. This indicates that compact structure in the yarns plays a key role in enhancing the interfacial strength between bundles, thus strongly affecting the bulk strength of the yarn. The greater improvement on stiffness shown as a result of PS (218 %) compared to toluene densification (80 %) can be attributed to the molecular-level coupling of PS with CNTY. The polymer chains adhered to the surface of the bundles, creating reticulated network junctions that transfer the initial load from one bundle to another more efficiently. This is critical to improving the strength and modulus of the yarn. The yarn strength is also attributed to the amount of twist and twist angle, for nanomaterial-based yarns, as investigated by Zhao et al. [30] . From observing the fracture behavior ( Fig. 9) , it is evident that the pristine tensile-tested sample (a, b in Fig. 9) shows unraveling of the CNT layers or untwisting of the yarn at the break point further confirming the earlier observation of poor internanotube interaction and cohesion, and hence lower strength. Toluene-densified sample (c, d in Fig. 9 ) shows breakage corresponding to increased strength and modulus due to packing. This type of failure could be compared to brittle fracture with no yielding. In case of polystyrene-densified sample (e, f in Fig. 9 ), the yarn looks tightly packed and the breaking point represents shearing type of failure. This type of failure also corroborates the Figure 9 SEM images of tensile-tested samples of pristine (a, b), toluene infiltrated (c, d), and polystyrene infiltrated (e, f). increase in strength and modulus as discussed earlier.
Effect of irradiation
The purpose of radiation was to investigate its effect on improving internanotube adhesion by introducing crosslinks. There is no doubt about the high strength that these yarns can reach but still a subject of investigation lies in the understanding of their internal structure and how the radiation treatment changes the morphology and the effects on the strength of the fiber. In general, materials treated with radiation are amenable to crosslinking and scissioning processes simultaneously. These two are competing processes. In Fig. 10 , the effect of radiation exposure on CNTY surface with the increase in dose is visible. The pristine yarn in Fig. 4a has a very regular surface with the fibers aligned in longitudinal direction with no sign of residue deposited on the surface. The presence of defects on the irradiated fibers surface can be easily noticed. Redeposition of the vaporized carbonaceous material over the yarn surface could be due to reaction with oxygen-resulting in chemical damage. The chemical damage on the nanotube structure will always happen when nanocarbon structures react with heteroatoms under radiation processes and the expected reactions could be
and will lead to a deposition of a carbonaceous layer or etching of holes on the yarn surface [31] . The oxidation process should be considered because this radiation process was carried out in the presence of air, and ozone is generated by the dissociation of air under the electron beam [32] . Besides chemical damage, we can expect physical damages and depending on the amount of energy involved in the process (considering primary and secondary electrons from the cascade effect), defects (dangling bonds, vacancies, interstitial, pentagon-heptagon pair defects) are created in the graphene structure, and a high strain at the sites of defects should be considered. With defects expanding, the increased tensile load leads to a less stable structure as compared with a perfect hexagonal carbon network. The continuous electron beam heating may easily break C-C bonds from defects, causing carbon atom sublimation and further evaporation of graphene fragments [33] . Clusters of atoms may be detached from the surface and attach back, and carbonaceous debris generated from the oxidation of the graphite shells may strongly adhere to the surface of grapheme via p-p stacking and hydrogen bonds [34] [35] [36] . The electron beam knock off process is the most important event that is responsible for initiating the modifications of the nanocarbon structure. Dislocations of carbon atoms, dangling bonds, and electronic excitations should be expected as a consequence of this knock off process. All these effects are related to the capacity of nanocarbon structures to react with heteroatoms, self-heal, and rearrange them by going through a recombination process. The recombination of interstitials and vacancies is expected to be the primary step in Wigner energy release which is stored in the interstitial when the atom is dislocated at this position and is liberated in the posterior recombination process [30] . The damage on the CNT structure will strongly depend on the energy of the beam. Besides the carbonaceous debris and possible oxidation residue, we can notice surface damage due to peeling (Fig. 10c) , probably from poorly bonded basic structural units.
Higher magnification SEM images of the yarns are shown in Fig. 11a-d . After the fibers were irradiated, part of the yarn became disorganized, and new connections between the fibers are noticeable (Fig. 11c) , with simultaneous increase in surface roughness. Some of the disordering of the fibers may be attributed to the change from sp 2 to sp 3 hybridization leading to possible crosslinking between some adjacent planes of the nanotubes, but not enough to improve the mechanical properties and avoid the predominant damage. The irradiation with electron beam also promoted breakage of same fibers (Fig. 11d) .
Besides some breakage at 400 kGy dose showed in Fig. 11d , it was noticed that separation of the yarn bundles and random welding (see Fig. 12a, b) , oxidation and deposition of carbonaceous debris affect the load transfer between the fibers.
The tensile test results show that the yarns irradiated with e-beam experienced damage and that the scission process was predominant. The mechanical properties, Fig. 13 , of the irradiated yarns are lower than that of the pristine yarn. From SEM images, effect of crosslinking was observed on the samples irradiated up to 200 and 300 kGy. Filleter et al. reviewed crosslinking due to irradiation with highenergy particles of CNT-based materials and the radiation-induced crosslinking between CNT shells and tubes [37] . The high concentration of energy over a small volume of material results in e-beam heating. This may anneal defects, and promote crosslinking and welding between the tubes. The yarns irradiated at 300 kGy had higher elastic modulus and became more rigid and stiff due to the crosslinking process.
The SEM images of the tensile-tested e-beam-irradiated samples for 100 and 300 kGy (Fig. 14) show the deposition of amorphous type of material on the surface, due to irradiation, and damages on the surface of the yarn contribute to the stress concentration for initiation of failure. For the 300 kGy irradiated sample, closer observation at higher magnification shows crosslinking or welding of nanotubes which could be the reason for increase in modulus. However, due to more damage of the surface and the porous structure of the CNT yarn, strength decreased significantly. Raman spectroscopy observations Figure 15 shows the Raman spectra of the pristine and irradiated yarns at 200 and 400 kGy. Raman spectroscopy uses a monochromatic laser to interact with molecular vibrational modes and phonons in a sample, shifting the laser energy down (stokes) or up (antistokes) through inelastic scattering. It is a powerful, noninvasive method to characterize grapheme and related materials and it is capable of detecting small changes in the crystal structure. Generally, the Raman spectra of carbon materials are simple, with two most intense bands between 1000 and 2000 cm -1 . The peaks near 1595 and 1370 cm -1 correspond to the G band due to stretching vibrations of the sp 2 -hybridized carbon and the disorder-induced D band, respectively. The intensity ratio of D band to G band in the Raman spectra has been widely used to evaluate the degree of disorder in sp 2 -hybridized carbon systems. Although D intensity is proportional to the amount of disorder (crystallite boundary) in the sample, the ratio between the intensities of the disorder-induced D band and the first-order graphite G band (I D /I G ) provides a parameter that can be used for quantifying degree of disorder [38] . There is an increase from 0.58 to 0.68 in I D /I G ratio indicating increase in defects due to radiation process when the pristine samples were irradiated at 200 and 400 kGy of e-beam dose. These defects could be crosslinking, scission, reactions with heteroatoms, turbostratic carbon, and transition from sp 2 to sp 3 . The G peak is due to the bond stretching of all pairs of sp 2 atoms in both rings and chains [39] . Also, the intensity of G and D peak decreased when the sample was irradiated at 200 kGy. It was noticed that there was an increase of I D /I G ratio (0.63) corroborating generation of defects. The Raman spectra of the CNTY also showed a second order of the D peak called G' around 2685 cm -1 . In graphene structures, G' is a single peak in a single-layer graphene, while it splits into four in bilayer graphene, reflecting the evolution of the electron band structure [42, 43] . It is an important peak as it provides information of level of graphitization of a material at full-width half-maximum position. Ǵ has a close correlation with the electronic band structure of the graphitic material. It is not only present in Raman spectra of monolayer graphene but also in turbostratic graphite. Both structures present a Lorentzian peak; however, turbostratic graphite has larger line width. This similarity is due to the absence of interlayer interaction between the turbostratic graphene planes in turbostratic graphite. The results also showed that the decrease of Ǵ peak FWHM from 107.25 cm -1 (pristine) to 91.56 cm -1 (400 kGy irradiated sample) confirms the presence of damage in the graphitic structure. Adding to that, the samples irradiated had the Ǵ intensity decreased confirming that the sample structure became less ordered as showed in SEM images.
Although the strength decreased drastically (see Fig. 13 for the sample irradiated at 100 kGy) compared with pristine, the samples irradiated up to 200 and 300 kGy showed improvement on strength compared with 100 kGy irradiated sample. Nevertheless, there is a drastic decrease in strength resulting from defect formation, vacancies, reactions with heteroatom from the environment, direct interwall sp 3 bonding atoms, and interstitial carbon that also form sp 3 bonding with adjacent nanotubes, also called crosslinking [40] . The crosslinking could be the reason for improvement in the modulus of the 300 kGy irradiated sample. On the other hand, the structure modification at those doses was not substantial on strength due to other defects. In general, in graphite planes there are C double bonds around the defects on graphite structure which are very easy to be broken by radiation process and produce free radicals. These new free radicals combine randomly and quickly resulting in reduction in the amount of defects in carbon structure and this changes the orientation of some carbon nanotubes that used to be (pristine) highly oriented. The prolonged irradiation may decrease the interwall distance leading to the improvement of the graphitization and growth of crystal size. The tensile strength is governed, in part by the crystallite size and the increment of voids in the fiber structure. Larger crystallites tend to decrease the tensile strength [41] but increase the modulus.
Conclusions
In this study, an attempt to understand the structure of the CNT yarns and effect of densification with toluene and styrene polymer on mechanical properties were critically analyzed using SEM/FIB and tensile testing. Irradiation effects on mechanical properties and resulting crosslinking/damage are also analyzed using Raman spectra. Investigation of the microstructure demonstrated the lack of CNT bundle orientation and packing in the yarn, with more than 1/3rd of volume being voids, which is responsible for poor realization of CNT properties in the yarn. The study has clearly shown that densification of the porous yarn structure increases the strength and modulus. The increase in strength was almost 100 % and the increase in modulus was much higher. Also, the failure mechanism changed due to enhanced interaction between nanotube bundles in the yarn for densified samples. This research demonstrated that by improving the packing and orientation of the CNTs in the continuous strand, it is possible to significantly increase the strength and modulus of these yarns.
